
 

D2Z CARBON FIBRE EXTENSION POLE

Thanks for purchasing our D2Z Carbon Fibre Extension Poles 
for aero bars. Please read and follow the steps below. 

PART LIST 

D2Z Carbon Fibre Poles (Untrimmed) X 2 D2Z Adaptor X 2(Straight or S-Bend) 

 

 

INSPECT BEFORE YOUR FIRST RIDE 

Please take a minute to check that all parts are present and are free from: 

 Scratches 
 Cracks 
 Imperfections 

INSTALLATION 

The installation is done in two steps. Firstly  the front of the poles need to be trimmed to the correct 
height, you can then  adjust the total reach of the pole by sliding the pole through the handlebar 
clamp. When you are happy with the extension position, excess material can be trimmed from the 
back of the extension pole. Please refer to the dimension sheet to see the acheivable height and 
reach that is available with the range of ski poles. The wrist angle is determined by the ski pole angle. 
When the wrist angle is too high, the S- bend adapter can be used to reduce the wrist angle by 20 
degrees. 

If your D2Z Carbon Fibre Extension Poles do not need to be trimmed: 
1.- Insert the extensions into the clamp of your handlebar. Torque: 5Nm 
2.- Insert the shift lever into the extension and tighten according to the shift lever manufacturer’s 
instructions. Torque: 2Nm 

 

 

If your D2Z Carbon Fibre Extension Poles need to be trimmed: 
 
1.- Put  the D2Z Adaptor in place  

 

 

D2Z  Carbon Fibre Poles with S-Bend Adaptor D2Z Carbon Fibre Poles with Straight Adaptor 

2.- Insert the extensions into the clamp of your handlebar. Torque: 5Nm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3.- Insert the shift lever into the extension and tighten according to the shift lever manufacturer’s 
instructions. Torque: 5Nm 

WARRANTY 

Your D2Z extension poles are guaranteed to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a 
period of 12 months from the date of first purchase from an authorised retailer.  
Please note – failure to use the adaptors supplied with the extension poles may lead to the poles 
cracking if they are over tensioned. Any damage which we believe has been caused in this way will 
not be covered by this warranty. 
Please make sure you accurately measure your poles prior to cutting and/or drilling. Getting this 
right is down to you (or your bike mechanic) and we cannot be responsible for mistakes. 

MEASURE TWICE, CUT ONCE! 


